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Radially symmetric nonlinear diffusion in the n-dimensional unit sphere 
is often modelled by the problem 
(P(X) i?(x. Y(X)) Y’(X))’ = 4(x) t-(x, Y(X))* y’(O)=O, ay’(l)+Yfl)=b, 
where x is the radial variable and p(x) E q(x) =x”- ‘. Here the diffusion 
rate g may depend on the concentration y as well as on the spatial variable 
x. Such nonlinear problems, which are singular at x = 0 for n > 1, arise in 
several contexts; examples from physiology include oxygen uptake in a 
spherical cell [ 1, 3, 9, 12, 131 and heat conduction in the human brain 
[2, 6, 91. We shall establish fairly general conditions under which the 
problem above has a solution; our results partially extend those of Garner 
and Shivaji [9], but are not at all constructive in character. 
The existence question for some problems of this sort is studied by 
Hiltmann and Lory [12] and Garner and Shivaji [9]. Uniqueness results 
may be found in [9,10, 121. Dunninger and Kurtz [S] and the author [4] 
provide fairly general existence theorems for such problems when g is a 
constant. 
In many applications only positive solutions possess meaning. We there- 
fore also provide conditions sufficient o guarantee that the problem has a 
positive solution. Existence of positive solutions when g = 1 is considered 
by Dunninger and Kurtz [7] and by Bobisud and Lee [S]. 
Our technique for both types of result consists in obtaining a priori 
bounds on all solutions of a related one-parameter family of problems. We 
then use the topological transversality theorem of Granas (see Granas, 
Guenther, and Lee [11] for a statement and many applications) to obtain 
existence of a suitable solution. 
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MAIN THEOREMS 
We shall consider the one-parameter family of diffusion problems 
(P(X) g(xt YJ YY = h(x) f(4 Y2.h 
lim P(X) Y>(X) = 0, aY;(l)+Y,(l)=b .x+0+ 
(I)* 
indexed by 1 E [0, 11. By a solution we shall understand a function 
y,~C([0, l])nC’((O, 11) such that pyi~C’((O, 1)) and (l)i is satisfied. 
The following assumptions will be made throughout. 
(HO) p~C’((0, I]) withp>O on (0, 11; qEC((0, l])nL,(O, 1) and 
q>O on (0, 11; gEC’([O, 11x(-co, 00)) and g(x,y)>o>O there; 
fEC([O, l]x(-00, co)); a>o. 
LEMMA 1. Let (HO) and the following hypothesis hold: 
(Hl) There exists a constant M > 0 such that yf (x, y) > 0 on the set 
co, Ilx((-co, -M)u(M,@J)). 
Then Iy,(x)l dmax((bl, M) for any solution yl of (I), and every XE [0, 11. 
ProoJ If 2 = 0, then y. -b; suppose henceforth that /z E (0, 11. If y1 had 
a maximum greater than M at 2~ (0, l), then y;(2) =O, y;(2) ~0, so 
(pgy;)’ (a) = p(f) g($ y,(2)) y;(2) < 0, contradicting q(f) f(Z, yl(.?)) > 0. 
Suppose then that yA has a maximum at x = 1; then y;( 1)20 and the 
boundary condition at x = 1 yields yi( 1) < b. Suppose finally that y, has a 
value greater than M at x = 0. Integration of the differential equation and 
use of the boundary condition at 0 yields 
P(X) g(X, Y;.(X)) Y;(X) = 2 jx q(J) f (sv y,.(s)) ds; (2) 
0 
the right hand side is positive for suhiciently small x > 0 since 
f(0, Y(0)) > 0. Hence y>.(x) >O for such x, and y, does not have a maxi- 
mum at x = 0, a contradiction. The lower bound on y, follows in the same 
manner. i 
LEMMA 2. Let (HO) hold and let there exist a constant MO such that any 
solution y, of (1);. (1~ [0, 11) satisfies maxto, 1, (yl(X)( <AI,. Then there 
exists a constant M, such that Ip(x) y;(x)1 GM, for XE [0, l] andfor any 
solution y, of (l)j,, O<I< 1. 
ProojY Set 
d= max If(x, Y)li O<r<l.I~l~Mo 
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then If(x, y,(x))1 ~4 on [0, 11. It follows that 
(3) 
Let Ml = (4~) jA 4(f) dt. I 
Remark. The hypothesis (H2) of Theorem 1 below guarantees the 
stronger result that /y;(x)1 is bounded. 
THEOREM 1. Let (HO) hold, and let there exist a constant M, z lb1 such 
that any solution yn 0f(1)~. satisfies maxr, I,ly,(x)l GM,. Let (H2)-(H4) 
hold, where 
U-Q) lim,,, (M(x)) f;; q(t) dt < ~0. 
(H3) lim,,, P(XMX) < a. 
(H4) With Y = maxCo,llx [-Mo,MO1 (Ig,(x, y)l/g(x, ~1)~) -C 00 and 
fj=max oGxG l,lyAIGMo Ifk vh require that 
P(1)>a711qllL,4. 
Then a solution of (1 )r exists. 
Proof: From [(p(x) g(x, y,(x)) y;(x))‘1 < dq(x), the triangle inequality, 
and (3) we get that 
IPYYI <e+ lgx+&Y;l l&l 
qo’g g 9 
for some constant MZ, since both g,.g and g,/g are bounded over 
[0, a J x [-MO, MO]. Let M, be the bound on Ipy>.l from Lemma 2. Then 
if we define 
II4 =max 
( 
oy;:l 14x)llMo, sup b(x) u’(x)llM,, . . O<x<l 
sup IMX) W))‘l 




we see that any solution y, of (1 )j for 1 E [0, l] satisfies I)yljl < 1 
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Let K be the Banach space {U E C( [0, 1 I): l/ull,, < cc } with the norm 
lI~llo = maxoG.xGl W)L and let K2 denote the space UE C([O, l]]) n 
C’((0, 11): pu’~C’((0, 1)) and Ilull <co}, also a Banach space. Let Kt,h 
denote the convex subset { y E K2: lim, _ a p(x) y’(x) = 0, uy’( 1) + y( 1) = b}. 
We define the following maps: 
j: Ki.h+K by ju = u 
F; : K + K by (F,u)(x) = U(x, u(x)) 
L: K+K by Wu)(x) = (P(X) g(x, u(x)) u’(x))‘ldx). 
FA is continuous sincef is. We use the Ascoli-Arzela theorem to show that 
the injection j is completely continuous. Let 52 c K& satisfy /lull < M for all 
u E Q. Then (I jull,, < I(t(ll < M shows that js2 = { ju: u E Q} is bounded. Let 
u~jQ and O<s<t<l; then from 
IMP u’(~)l6 s,’ IMs) u’(s))‘l ds 6 MM, 1’ q(s) ds 
0 
we get that 
Equicontinuity of jQ now follows from (H2). 
Let 6 > 0 be small enough that 
Pub-wA.,(~+~)~ 
this is possible because of (H4). Set 
v= {hEK: Ilhllo<f+d+S}. 
Let E > 0 be small enough that 
max Ifb, Y)l G 4 + 4 
o$x=sl,llYIIsMo(l+&) 
and let 
U= (UE K;,,: Ilull < 1 +E}; 
then U is an open subset of K& and FA j: 0 + V. 
Claim. L-‘: V+ Kf,b is well-defined and continuous (as a map from K 
into K’). 
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Proof of Claim. Let h E V; the solution u of Lu = h, lim,X _ ,, p(x) u’(x) = 0, 




P(X) g(x, 4x)) s 
46) h(s) 4 
0 
~fo19(s)h(s)ds=(b-u(l))g(l,u(l)). 
We show first that (5) has a unique solution for u( 1). Let 
F(z)- a j’q(s)h(s)ds-h+z; 




clearly F(z) + f cc as z --f f co, so F(z) = 0 has at least one solution. We 
have 
F’(z)= 1 l u gJ1, Z) ~ P(l) dl? zJ2 s q(s) h(s) ds > l- 0 uy;;6’ 1141lL,~0’ 
so the solution z is unique. 
Next we show that the solution of (4) coupled with u( 1) = z, where z is 
the zero of (6), is defined on [0, 11. From (4) we get that 
lu’(x)l<Q+ j‘q(s)ds, fJ P(X) 0 
and thus [u’(x)1 is bounded. By the standard extension theorem 
u~c(Co, 11)nC1W9 11) and (4H5) is satisfied. It follows easily that 
UEK;~ and that u satisfies Lu = h. 
It remains to show that u depends continuously on h. We show first 
that the root z of (6) depends continuously on h. Let Z be the root of (6) 
corresponding to h E V, then 
fi j; q(s) [h(s) - &)I ds 
by the mean value theorem, where 8 is between z and Z. Continuity now 
follows unless (b - 2) g,( 1,Z) - g( 1, Z) = 0. But if this were valid, F(Z) = 0 
would yield 
g(L a2 & j-’ q(s) 4s) ds = g, 
0 Y ’ 
whence F’(Z) = 0, contradicting F’(z) > 0 for h E V. 
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Now let h, h E V, let u and ii be the corresponding solutions of (4)-(5) 
and set 
$fzz max gtx, 01, l= max 
o$~~l,IclCMo(l+E) OCx~l,lol~M~(l+E) 
Ig,b.(x, VII. 
From (4) we have that 
IP(XKU’(X) - U’(x))1 
d I gk W)) j; 4th - 4 ch + c&T WI) - g(x, u(x))1 j;; 4h 4 
g(x7 u(x)) gtx, @(xl) 
6 5 1.’ q(s)@(s) - h(s)) ds+ $ lu(x) - U(x)\ (4 + 6) !*o’ q(s) ds. (7) 
CJ 0 
On integrating from x to 1, this leads us to 
[u(x)-u(x)1 < Iu(l)-ii(l)1 +I1 In’(s)-ii’(s)\ ds 
x 
We have shown that [u(l) - U(l)/ is small when h is near I?. Gronwall’s 
inequality now shows that in the sup norm /I . Ilo, u depends continuously 
on h. Inequality (7) shows that p(x) u’(x) and, in view of (H2), u’(x) also 
depend continuously on h in this norm. Finally, from (4) we have that 
(P(X) u’(x))’ = JLtx7 u(x)) + g,(-T u(x)) u’(x)&) 
4(x) gtx, 4x))2 4(x) 
1 r 
xpoO s 
q(s) 4s) ds + 
h(x) 
gtx, u(x)) 
and from this and our hypotheses it follows that (p(x) u'(x))'/q(x) depends 
continuously on h in the sup norm. Thus L ~ ‘: V + Kf,, is continuous in 
the norm 11. II. This proves the claim. 1 
We return to the proof of the theorem. Define the map H( .;): [0, l] x 
t?-+ Kf.b by 
H(A, u) = L-‘F,.ju. 
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To see that H is a compact homotopy, observe that J% is compact, so that 
FA )u = IF, J% describes a cone over the compact set F, ~7 as 1 varies over 
[0, 11, and is thus itself compact. Also, F,JTc V. From the continuity of 
L- ’ on V, H is a compact homotopy. 
Solutions of ( 1)1 in 0 are precisely the fixed points of H(n, .); since our 
a priori estimates how that /I ~~11 < 1 for any solutions yj. of ( 1)1, H(i, .) 
has no fixed points on the boundary of U. Since H(0, .) = L-‘(O) E b is a 
constant map into U, H(0, .) is essential [ 111. The topological transver- 
sality theorem states that H( 1, .) is also essential, so has a fixed point in 17; 
thus (I), has a solution. 1 
Existence of positive solutions of the diffusion problem ( 1 ), is required in 
many applications, and our technique can be modified to cover this type of 
result as well. 
LEMMA 3. Let b > 0, let (HO) be satisfied, and let the foZlowing hold: 
(HS) There exists a constant M> 0 such that f(x, y) > 0 on 
co, 11 x L-M, 00). 
Then any positive solution y, of (l)i, 0 6 A < 1, satisfies yi(x) < 
max(b, M). 
The proof is the same as that of Lemma 1. Lemma 2 remains valid. 
THEOREM 2. Let (HO) hold, and let there exist a constant ~,,a b > 0 
such that my positive solution y, of (l), satisfies maxro ,, yi(x) < M,. Let 
(H2)--W)hoZd, wherein (H4)wenowtukeO~max,,xk,.,,,~M,lf(~,~)1 
and we let y G max CO,~I~ Co.Mol Ig,(x, y)l/gb, Y)‘, and 
0-W With f+ = max(maxCo,,, XCo,M,,3f(x, Y), O), 
ab>f+ 
a ’ 
4s) h dt +po o q(s) ds . 
j I 
Then a positive solution of ( 1)1 exists. 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 requires only modest alteration. With V 
and 6 as before we set 
I”= VnQ, 
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where we write h + for max(max c0, I h(x), 0). We choose E > 0 small enough 
that 
as before, and also that 
ab> 
x max( 
OC.x$l,E~MO(I+c).f(X~ y), O)- (8) 
This is possible by (H6). Finally, we define P= {h E K2: h(x) > 0 on 
[0, 1 ] } and set U’ = U n P. Then we have that L- ’ is a continuous map 
from V’ into Ki,,; we need only show that F,j: U’ + V’ and that 
L-l: V’+ K&n P. For then H(I,.) will be a compact homotopy on the 
subset B’ of the convex subset Ki,, n P of the Banach space K2, without 
fixed points on the boundary, and the topological transversality theorem 
will work as before. But (8) guarantees that for u E U’ and 1 E [0, 11, 
Af(., u(.))EQ, whence Aj-(., u(.))E V’. 
There remains only to show that Lpl maps V’ into P. Let h(x) E V’, and 




zab-- op;l) lML,h+. 
On integrating (4) from x to 1 we get that 
u(x)=z- i 
1 1 f 
* At) At, u(t)) s 
q(s) h(s) ds dt 
0 
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EXTENSIONS 
Theorem 1 of the preceding section requires as hypothesis an a priori 
bound on all solutions of ( 1)1 for I E [0, 11, but the specific bound con- 
tained in Lemma 1 is not required. The following fairly powerful lemma 
produces a bound on all solutions of (1 )j, under hypotheses much less 
restrictive than those of Lemma 1. The essential hypothesis is 
(H7) There exists a constant M > 0 and a continuous, positive, non- 
decreasing function F defined on [M, co) satisfying 
f(4 Y) { zg;’ 
on [O, 11x [M a) 
on [0, 11 x(-co, --Ml, 
and such that 
Z-M 1 ’ 1 .r 
z!?, F(z) ‘; ~,p(x) 0 s 5 q(s) ds dx, 
and 
LEMMA 4. Let (HO), (H2), and (H7) hold. Let MD be such that 
$f jol& j,+W, 
r--/b[>l+u 1 .y -- - 
J’(z) 0 ;‘f; P(X) 0 I 
q(s) ds 
hold for all z>M,. Then any solution yj, of (1). for 1~ [0, l] sutis$es 
IyA(x)l~Mofo~O~x<l. 
Proof: Hypothesis (H7) guarantees that MO exists. If 1= 0 we have 
y, E b, and the theorem is valid because MO > 161. Suppose then that A> 0. 
If yi. has a positive local maximum or a negative local minimum at x = 1, 
then yi( 1) y;( 1) > 0; the boundary condition at 1 then yields I y).(l)/ < Ibl. 
Suppose now that y;. has a maximum Y > M at x1 E [0, 1). Then as far 
to the right of xi as y,(x)aM we have that 
P(X) g(X> Y>.(X)) y>.(X) a -Sx q(s) F(y).(s)) ds, 
.TI 
409/168/2-10 
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There are two possibilities: either yj,(x) > M on [xi, l] or else there exists 
an x2 E (xi, 1) such that y;,(x) > M on (xi, x2) but y,(x,) = M. In the latter 
case integration of (9) over (x, , x2) yields 
Y-M<1 ’ 1 x 
F(’ j -j” ds)ds, fY 0 P(X) 0 
and Y< MO follows. In the former case, integration over (x,, l] yields 
while use of (9) in the boundary condition at x = 1 yields 
1 
y>(l) < b +; F( Y) - I-’ q(s) ds. 
P(X) 0 
Combining these two inequalities, we get that 





0 ;;P(x) 0 
q(s) 4 
and hence that Y 6 MO. 
A similar argument governs that case wherein yj. has a minimum less 
than -M in (0, 11. 1 
COROLLARY (see [9]). Let (HO) and (H2) hold, and let the constant C 
be such that If( x, y )I < C on [0, 1 ] x ( - 00, co ). Then any solution y j, on 
( 1 )1 satisfies 
Iyj~(X)l d IbJ +y sup - ’ ix q(s) ds. 
(0, I] P(X) 0 
Proof. Apply Lemma 4 with M = 0 and F(y) = C. 1 
Since both Lemma 1 and Lemma 4 produce upper and lower bounds on 
y, independently, we can combine the techniques to produce hybrid results 
such as the following. 
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LEMMA 5. Let (HO) and (H2) hold, and let the following be satisfied: 
(HS) There exists a constant ii?> 0 such that f(x, y) < 0 for 0 < x 6 1, 
y< --Iv. 
(H9) There exists a constant M> 0 and a continuous, positive, 
nondecreasing function F on [M, co) satisfying f(x, y) 3 -F(y) on 
[0, 1 ] x [M, co ) and such that 
Z-M 1 1 x . 
2% F(z)‘- 
1 
j -j ds)dsdx, 
a 0 P(X) 0 
and 
. z-b l+a 1 x -- - 
.!% F(z) ’ ct ;: p(x) I q(s) ds. o 
Then any solution yi of (1 )i satisfies -max( 1 bl, li;i) < yl(x) G M,, where 
MO is defined as in Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY (see [9]). Let (HO) and (H2) hold. Let there exist constants 
V>Oandvsuchthatf(x,y)<Oon[O,1]x(-~,v]and-Vdf(x,y)on 
[0, l] x (v, 00). Then there is a constant MO such that Iyn(x)l 6 MO for every 
solution yi of(l),, AE [0, 11. 
Proof In Lemma 5 let R=min(O, v), M=max(v, 0), F(y)2 V. 1 
Lemma 4 and its corollary can be modified easily to produce similar 
bounds for positive solutions. These bounds may then be used in 
Theorem 2 in lieu of Lemma 3. 
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